
ENSURING LABORATORY EXCELLENCE: DATA INTEGRITY EXPECTATIONS, 
CHALLENGES AND BEST PRACTICES FOR GLP COMPLIANCE
Introduction:
Inspections can occur at anytime; therefore, the preparation can be daunting. With acute consequences, it is crucial that best practices 
are in place to ensure that your recorded data and documentation is compliant when the inevitable inspection comes around.
This interactive, expert-led training course will give you the opportunity to put your current strategies to the test, and bring you up 
to speed on the most pressing data integrity challenges, practices and expectations.

PRE-CONFERENCE WORKSHOP  
MONDAY 16 SEPTEMBER 2019
DATA INTEGRITY AND COMPLIANCE TRAINING DAY

About Your Workshop Leader

Russell Joyce, Information Governance Expert, Health Sciences Records & Archives Association 

Russell is the director of Heath BarrowCliff Consulting, an independent consultancy specialising in records management and 
information governance in the healthcare and life sciences sectors.

He has experience in banking, professional services sector, legal sector, central and local government, and spent many years working 
in evidence management at the Serious Fraud Office.

Russell is an Executive Committee Member of the Health Sciences Records and Archives Association (HSRAA); Co-Lead for the HSRAA 
GCP Special Interest Group; active member of the Drug Information Association (DIA); TMF Reference Model Group Steering Committee 
Co-Chair of the DIA Document and Records Management Community; Project Lead for the DIA Non-Interventional Studies TMF Model 
Project; and former Executive Committee Member of the Good Clinical Practice Records Managers Association (GCP-RMA).

Agenda:

10:00 Welcome Coffee and Registration

10:30 Course Introduction and Welcome

10:45 Case Study Overviews

11:15 Networking Coffee

11.45 Discussion-Based Group Work

12:45 Networking Lunch Break

13:45 Discussion-Based Group Work Continued

15:30 Concluding Remarks

16:00 End of Workshop Day

Key Takeaways:

q		Start at the beginning by performing a GAP analysis of your 
systems, current capabilities, systems compliance, threats and 
weaknesses to identify how you need to develop your internal 
capabilities to transform your informatics systems in the move 
to ‘Lab of the Future’

q		Explore the latest updates in data integrity guidelines and how 
this is reflected in recent industry trends for compliant data 
management as you build a risk and usability profile

q		Build a data and systems management strategy for LIMS 
system management and new system implementation to 
mitigate the risk of losing the integrity of your data during the 
transfer of records between informatics stakeholders, such as 
pharmaceutical companies, clinical research organisations and 
software providers

q		Overcome the challenges of data integrity with respect to 
long-term retention of informatics data – both from internal and 
external data sources – and documents (archiving)

q		Examine the move to Industry 4.0: Making the lab work for you 
beyond simply storing your data.
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08:30 Registration and Welcome Coffee

08:55 Pharma IQ Welcome

09:00 Chairman’s Welcome Address

MORNING DISCUSSION THEME: PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE: AN INDUSTRY FOCUS
Key Takeaways:
q		Benchmark your company’s informatics capabilities against industry best practices
q		Examine your cross-functional team requirements as a basis for developing your future informatics systems
q		Build a robust and proactive roadmap as the basis for establishing your informatics transformation strategy

09:10 PEOPLE BINGO:  INTERACTIVE SPEED NETWORKING
A highlight of Pharma IQ events, now at Future Laboratory Informatics. Be ready to meet your peers and share best practices. You will have several two 
minute conversations to introduce yourself to your peers and add to your contact pool. There is a prize in it for the winner so get networking

Please Share:
1. Who you are
2. The scope of your job role
3. What you plan to achieve from attending this event
4. Your number one challenge

09:30  PERFORMING A REALITY CHECK: WHERE ARE WE IN BUILDING CAPABILITIES FOR THE ‘LAB OF THE FUTURE’?
q  Map the industry adoption trends against available technologies to examine where informatics capabilities are developing and which areas are not 

shown as a priority
q  Examine the idea of ‘Lab of the Future’: What is holding the industry back and where does technology need to developed? 
q  Strategise an adoption pathway to build your internal capabilities and develop your future informatics capabilities

Gerhard Noelken, Project Manager, Lab of the Future, Pistoia Alliance

10:10  BUILDING FOR BROAD BASES: DEVELOPING USER-FRIENDLY  SYSTEMS THAT MEET THE NEEDS OF QUALITY AND R&D
q  Analyse the disparate systems needs of quality assurance and R&D to identify the common denominators as a basis for systems development
q  Examine the challenge of fostering user engagement and regulatory compliance within multi-team and multi-site systems 
q  Discuss how to approach the challenge of data integrity when utilising a cross-functional system

Cynthia Novak, IT Manager, R&D IT, Takeda

10:50 Morning Networking Coffee Break

11:20  MODERNISING PHARMA R&D:  BUILDING THE INFRASTRUCTURE AND CAPABILITIES TO UNDERPIN AN ANALYTICAL ENVIRONMENT
q  Map out the chain of internal development priorities to ensure compliant and flexible informatics systems as the basis for an analytical environment
q  Examine the transition to an automated and analytical environment: What are the critical success factors to be considered when building these 

capabilities? 
q  Building on your informatics systems: Integrating analytical capabilities to utilise your data after optimising ongoing data management 

Laura Williams, Discovery Biology Technology Lead, Pharma4.0 Business Engagement Lead, GSK

AFTERNOON DISCUSSION THEME: OPTIMISE YOUR TEAM ENGAGEMENT WHILE PROTECTING SYSTEMS QUALITY
Key Takeaways:
q		Discuss how adapting your systems configuration and interface can increase efficient user engagement and foster cross-functional harmonisation
q		Engage with a variety of industry expert perspectives on how to foster compliance and data integrity alongside your digital enablement strategy
q		Analyse the latest technologies from industry leading solution and software providers to pinpoint valuable new solutions to address your biggest systems 

gaps

12:00  BUILDING A DATA INTEGRITY STRATEGY TO ACCOMPANY YOUR DIGITAL ENABLEMENT
q		Examine how to apply data integrity principles to electronic instrument data across both GxP and non-GxP development environments
q		First things first: A case study on DI cultural change 

•  Changing the scientist mindset from ‘the instrument raw data is this print-out / PDF report’ to ‘the instrument raw data is this electronic data’
•  Improving your ability to find and protect your laboratory instrument data over the data management lifecycle

Julie Spirk, Business IT Lead and Principle Scientist, Pfizer

CONFERENCE DAY ONE  
TUESDAY 17TH SEPTEMBER 2019

FIND YOUR SESSION Look out for the icons below, they'll help you get around the programme, identify panel 
sessions, case studies, tracks, networking sessions and more

Roundtables Case Studies Interactive Hands-On Session Networking Opportunities Do Not Miss
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CONFERENCE DAY ONE  
TUESDAY 17TH SEPTEMBER 2019
12:40 Networking Lunch Break

13:40  PANEL DISCUSSION: DEFINING AN INFORMATICS-BASED APPROACH TO BUILDING A SMARTER LAB
q		Analyse the growing combination of software, algorithmic tools and databases to achieve a unified informatics management system
q		Map the evolution of ELNs and LIMS systems: Are they still an integral informatics solution or has technology moved on?
q		Discuss the industry priorities when evaluating potential suppliers: Does this mirror supplier focus?

David Whewell, Former Director, Architecture and Software Innovation, Merck Group (Pending Final Confirmation)

14:20  BUILDING INFORMATICS ENGAGEMENT:  IS THE FUTURE IN SYSTEMS GAMIFICATION?
q		Examine what lessons we can learn from the gaming industry when considering to build a gamification strategy for lab-based informatics systems 
q		Hear how Adaptimmune have been making their systems ‘more user friendly, more engaging and more responsive’ by embedding gamification into 

their informatics systems
q		Discuss the growing need for systems customisation and configuration on the part of suppliers: Why there is no one size fits all approach 

Chris Gowing, Senior Manager IT Business Systems, Adaptimmune

15:00 TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION SHOWCASE
Hear from three leading informatics systems and software providers on the latest technology innovations and systems capabilities to give you a clearer 
understanding of what is available. Take this opportunity to meet companies showcasing their capabilities at the forum.

15:30 Afternoon Networking Coffee Break

16:00 DEALING WITH THE LEGACY SYSTEMS PROBLEM
q  Discuss the growing proliferation of legacy data and legacy systems which pose a threat to your data integrity 
q  Build a data transfer strategy that prioritises data validation before migration 
q  Examine the ongoing challenge of new systems versus legacy integration and how team education can help to build compliance in the utilisation of 

multi-platform systems

Russell Joyce, Information Governance Expert, Health Sciences Records & Archives Association 

16:40 THINK-TANK FOCUS SESSIONS
Use this opportunity to discuss with your peers, the key topics disrupting the informatics industry and brainstorm strategies to ensure you stay ahead 
of the game. With a focus on looking beyond the HOW to address each problem and focusing on the WHY we are even trying – these interactive 
discussion groups will give you a thorough grounding in the process development necessary to advance solutions internally.

Each think-tank will last for 30 minutes before you rotate to a second think-tank.

1.   Understanding the impact of the M&A environment on your informatics strategy
Cynthia Novak, IT Manager,R&D IT, Takeda

2. Building the message to bridge the management gap
 Alberto Orta, Senior Laboratory Informatics Scientist, Mylan

3.   External collaboration in the lab: Utilising cross-functional engagement to break down silos
 Ramon Lopez, System Analyst and Lead Production Manger, Syngenta

4.  Informatics optimisation from a QA perspective:  How FAIR is your data and why is it important?
 Dorte Aaquist Hougaard, Head of Research Informatics and Compound Management, LEO Pharma

17:45 Chairman’s Closing Summary And End Of Conference Day One

18:00 Networking Drinks Reception
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08:30 Registration and Welcome Coffee

08:55 Pharma IQ Welcome

09:00 Chairman’s Welcome

MORNING DISCUSSION THEME: SPOTLIGHT ON THE DIGITAL REVOLUTION
Key Takeaways:
q		Critically review the reality of the ‘digital revolution’ for the informatics industry: Separating buzz words from reality
q		Understand how companies like Roche and Novartis are actively developing the ‘Lab of the Future’ to pinpoint how your company can adapt without losing 

stride
q		Develop a forward-thinking informatics strategy to efficiently guide your digital adoption 

09:10 THE REVOLUTION IS HERE: ARE YOU READY?
q		Define the role of your R&D laboratory within product development to highlight the focus area for systems development and digitalisation
q		Examine the role of digitalisation in connecting disparate data sets as a means of generating holistic business insights
q		Discuss the industry adoption of the ‘digital revolution’ and why the success of this revolution relies on the development and expertise of your team 

members

Rik Pepermans, IT Innovation Lead, R&D IT Evangelist, Unilever

09:50  INTEGRATING BEYOND YOUR FOUR WALLS: BRINGING EXTERNAL SOURCES INTO THE LAB
q		Examine the challenges for ensuring systems integrity and process efficiency when operating across disconnected digital environments
q		Discuss the opportunities of connecting external environments and offices with your laboratory systems to achieve systems synchronicity
q		Identify the critical implementation factors to be considered in the transition towards connected workspaces

Andrew Garrood, Global Service Delivery Manager End-User Computing Client Devices, Novartis

10:30  LAB WORKFLOW ORCHESTRATION AND LAB OF THE FUTURE: THE ROCHE APPROACH
q		Identify what is lab workflow orchestration and why is it crucial for you to achieve a ‘Lab of the Future’
q		Examine how to achieve digital lab workflows with Roche’s road-map
q		Discuss how business process management can be used to standardise lab workflows and make device integration and lab automation easier for 

your teams

Pedro Ivo Guimaraes, Senior Scientist, Large Molecule Discovery Informatics, Roche

11:10 Morning Networking Coffee Break

11:40  INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION: BUILDING A FLEXIBLE AND FORWARD-THINKING DIGITAL OPTIMISATION STRATEGY 
q		Define the long-term strategy for optimising the electronic analytical tools across business processes with a view of global UCB implementation
q		Map out the internal and external challenges to overcome in optimising the laboratory informatics environment for cross-functional utilisation
q		Examine what is missing from the current solution landscape, and where systems can be further developed to aid the broader informatics 

transformation strategies

Eric De Maesschalck, Assistant Director, Head of Global e-Analytics, Corporate Analytical Sciences, UCB

12:20  BUILDING BLOCKS FOR THE FUTURE: HOW FAR ARE WE FROM AN IOT LED LAB?
q		Industry informatics progression: What are the realities of semantic technology and how does this correspond to data standards?
q		Analyse the role of artificial intelligence technology in informatics process optimisation: What can we implement now and what is a future focus?
q		Define the digital landscape and loop in your lab

Nataraj Dasgupta, Vice President, Advanced Analytics and Data Science, RX Data Science

13:00 Networking Lunch Break

Found from website recreated PMS

CONFERENCE DAY TWO  
WEDNESDAY 18TH SEPTEMBER 2019

“Good place for networking Interactive 
with lots of information in sessions and 
engagement from the participants” 

– 2018 Delegate
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CONFERENCE DAY TWO  
WEDNESDAY 18TH SEPTEMBER 2019
AFTERNOON DISCUSSION THEME: PROCESS EXCELLENCE FOR INFORMATICS SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT
Key Takeaways:
q		Build the system you need with the insights and engagement of industry colleagues and expert solution providers
q		Scrutinise how to build to the ‘FAIRisation’ of data within your company as a means of ensuring  data integrity 
q		Identify the basis for informatics excellence, advancement and efficiency – people – and how your company can make the most of this asset

14:00 TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT: DRAGON’S LAIR
This interactive troubleshooting session targets key LIMS challenges and packs fun into the bargain too. Delegates and solution providers will split into 
teams and conceptualise, research and create a brand new product to help with their LIMS challenges. Once formed, each idea will be presented to a 
team of industry judges, who will vote for the best idea.

15:00  USING ALLOTROPE CONCEPTS FOR FAIRISATION: A USEFUL APPROACH TO ACHIEVE COMPARABILITY OF ANALYTICAL RESULTS IN DATA 
PLATFORMS?
q		Analyse the implementation of an enterprise data platform based on the data lake concept
q		Examine if allotrope standards are a useful FAIR implementation for your data platform
q		Explore comparability of analytical results, a practical combination of allotrope standards, FAIR principles and the data lake concept
q		Discuss future outlook: Where is the industry heading?

Jonas Angstenberger, Head of Process Automation and Data Science, AbbVie

15:40 Afternoon Networking Coffee Break

16:10  DATA MANAGEMENT IN R&D: FROM ANALYSIS TO IMPLEMENTATION
q		Examine how BASF performed an internal systems analysis and gap analysis to identify critical areas for development in their informatics systems
q		Discuss the key challenges of ensuring effective and compliant data management whilst undergoing a digital transformation
q		Map out the realities of new systems implementation to avoid key pitfalls
Dr. Kimberly Simancas, Project Manager Digital Excellence, R&D, BASF

16:50  AVOIDING FAILURE AT THE LAST POINT: DISCUSSING THE ROLE OF THE USER IN BUILDING A ROBUST AND FORWARD-FOCUSED 
INFORMATICS STRATEGY
q		Evaluate the shifting role of the informatics scientist / specialist: Where do they fit into the future laboratory informatics paradigm?
q		Assess how your company can maximise the intelligence and expertise of the people inside the lab, not just the systems
q		Examine the common pitfalls and challenges for ensuring user engagement and the detrimental effect this can have on existing and future systems 

utilisation
q		Create a strategy for engaging and optimising the ‘human factor’ within the laboratory

Ondrej Holub, Materials Research Laboratory IT, Product Strategy, Prague IT Hub, MSD

17:30 Chairman’s Closing Summary and Close of Conference

“I learnt a great deal about the future of laboratory 
informatics. A great opportunity to network with my 
colleagues from other pharma companies” 

– Novartis Delegate 2018
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